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This book is dark erotic fiction and may disturb some readers. Please read the full warning at the

bottom.Beauty and the Beast as itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s never been told.Riddled with bullets and left to die in

Thailand, Wolfe is medivacked to the USA. He survives, recovering from wounds no man should be

able to heal. Months later, his perplexed doctor lowers the dosages of his medications and Wolfe

begins to change.His powers awaken.Kiara, his nurse at the rehabilitation village, thinks she only

has to hand him over to Russian intelligence agents to save her parents from punishment. It

wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be that simple. Kiara isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t safe.The kidnapper becomes the victim.When

free of drugs Wolfe becomes ferocious and animalistic in his desires and actions.What if a man who

is almost an animal could command you to do anything he wanted? And you couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

resistÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Kiara may be taken past the point of survival.Be careful who you dare to betray.Wolfe

is a spin-off book from the Dark Hearts series. You do not need to read the trilogy. This is a

standalone book.WARNINGThis is a dark romance and written to be disturbing and

confronting.You'll find some graphic scenes of violence and sex within these pages, plus a smidgen

of horror. Though the ending may be sweet, this is a very kinky, twisted, and dark story.
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"True love didn't always look the same to everyone. Inconceivable? No. Love sometimes meant the

cruelest torture."Fair warning Wolfe is not for the faint of heart. His and Kiara's story is one of

darkness, violence, blood and is completely dubcon in some parts. However, Wolfe is also filled with

romance, erotic sex, mystery and the ability to make the reader question so many things. As a spin

off from the Dark Hearts trilogy, fans will have already have some knowledge of Wolfe but his story

can easily be read alone.I could not wait to experience more and more of Wolfe and Kiara's life as I

read each page, yet there's moment where you will need to pause and take time to ponder actions

and beliefs to fully appreciate the amazing storytelling of Cari Silverwood.

Warning: scandalous and kinky misuse of The Princess Bride in hardback.Wolfe is ah-mazing.

Vulnerable, yet he could easily kill you and rip you to shreds. Sweet, but he'll tie Kiara up and bite

and whip until all reason is gone. Thoughtful and contemplative...when the beast is not in

charge.This story was great [dark] fun with spectacular sex. The characters are deep and

multifaceted so I really felt them and connected.Wolfe is a spin off from the Dark Hearts (Wicked

Ways) trilogy, but may easily be read on its own.

I had been hoping Cari would write Wolfe's story. He was such an interesting character in the

previous series. And though you can certain read Wolfe as a stand alone, the background you get

from the previous books definitely add to the story. I found it very interesting how she managed his

character. And how she managed to make him redeemable but still significantly flawed. And there

really wasn't another approach that would have been at all believable after what he went through.

This had to have been a difficult book to write, for sure. Trying to be true to the character and his

past as well as try to write book people would like to read. And she succeeded! Wolfe is a deeply

disturbed, violent, out of control man who survives in spite of almost complete odds against it. He

was gravely wounded and remembered nothing from his past. He had to learn to speak and walk

again. In the rehab unit he became fixated on one particular nurse and she became pivotal in his

recovery (such as it was). Though he learned to walk, talk and function, it was only while heavily

medicated. So you can about imagine what happened when he was abducted from the rehab unit

by his favorite nurse, and off his meds. His background training kicked in and he was able to save

them both from the Russian's who wanted him as a research subject. Preferably dead! But with his

meds gone, he also reverted to a violent animal, and believe me, those sex scenes proved it!

Luckily Kiara is a tough lady, as well as intelligent. She was able to finess his meds until he wasn't



completely a rabid animal who remembered nothing of what he had done to her. And through her

experiments, she found out she actually liked him a bit on the bad and wild side. There is no doubt

this is one harsh and dark ride, so if you don't like that kind of thing, you REALLY won't like this one.

But if you do, hop on. It's worth the ride.

Oh my gawd....just when you think Cari Silverwood couldn't push the envelope any further....she

brings us Wolfe. If you are a fan of her Dark Hearts series, then you don't want to miss this spin

off.The monster that was hiding deep in Thailand is brought to light and is sent back to the US to

receive treatment for wounds he should have never healed from. Kiara is an unsuspecting nurse

who gets caught up in something she's not quite sure about just to save her mother and step father

from certain harm from the Russian government. The monster that had been laying dormant in

Wolfe slowly starts to awaken once his medication is lowered, just when Kiara breaks him from the

rehab facility to take him to her handlers. That's when things start turning a bit sideways. Kiara

quickly realizes why the Russian government is interested in Wolfe. This is one wild ride and you

never know what to expect next. Like always, the sex scenes are mind blowing and panty melting

and you find yourself so consumed with the characters, you don't know if you should love them or

hate them or a mixture of both. Like with all her books, Wolfe will leave you wanting for more.

Believe me, I've already started begging!

If you have read Cari Silverwood you know that you're going to be hanging on for dear life when you

start one of her books.. she writes dark and so beautifully twisted.. Wolfe is a dark, fast paced love

story that will have your attention on page one. I couldn't put it down and was sad when I finished

because I just couldn't get enough.. I fell in love with Wolfe's character. This is a story that will stick

with you long after you read the last page. If you like a dark, sexy, mystery that pulls at your heart

this is for you! Thank you Ms silverwood for the adventure, you never disappoint!

What a deliciously dark book. Filled with a bit of paranormal, espionage, degrading sex... All my

favorite things tied together with humor and romance. Cari Silverwood always has you thinking

outside the box and getting goosebumps at inappropriate moments. I loved it. I love Wolfe and I love

Kiara, they're a perfect match.

I didn't realise until later that this is a spin off of the Dark Hearts series. I haven't read that series yet,

but was able to follow the story without much trouble.How to review a Cari Silverwood book. It is



hard to discribe her books, they are alway different and you either love them or you don't.Wolfe is

an intriguing character and there was a Dr jekyell and mr Hyde vibe going on. Never knowing what

Wolfe would do and how far he would take it. Kiara is a strong character trying everything she can to

stay alive. This book kept my attention from the first to the last page.
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